A major issue remains for data mining or statistical inference on high-throughput data due to the "curse of dimensionality" arising from the tens of thousands of molecular components generally being measured in only tens or hundreds of conditions. A logical approach to this problem is the use of Bayesian statistics (14) , where prior information developed from many years of targeted biological studies can be used to reduce the search space during model fitting.
For many analyses, there are several steps required for data processing, from image acquisition and processing through normalization to data mining or statistical inference. Often, it is necessary to create a pipeline for the analysis. The ideal pipeline would allow the integration of both prior knowledge and potentially the use of measurements in one molecular domain to guide inference in another. For instance, genes known a priori to function in parallel redundant pathways may be more likely to show genetic interactions in a genome-wide association study (GWAS) . Alternatively genes that share transcription factor binding determined by ChIP-seq measurements may be more likely to show correlated expression. The Bayesian framework is quite natural for data exchange in this case, especially for programs that handle different forms of gene-related information and different representations of the data. XML (eXtendible Markup Language) was invented in the late 1990's (15) as a way to represent documents in a machine-readable hypertext form. The represented information is organized as a tree, and a pre-given description of the tree allows verifying the data. The tree nodes are XML elements. Elements can contain each other. If a node A is a child of node B, the element corresponding to B contains that corresponding to A. Each of the elements belongs to a type, and the list of the types and their possible relations is the essence of the description (XML schema) mentioned above. Each schema corresponds to a definite data type, e.g. a book, an image, a worksheet, etc. Over the past decade, XML became the most common way of Internet data exchange.
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News Letter on XML Based Webserver
Current bioinformatics practice uses a large variety of XML-based languages that describe different data types (e.g., for a review see (15)). We mention a few of them that are most applicable to this domain. XEMBL (16) is an XML format for EMBL data. CisML (17) and SmallBisMark (18) are for sequence motif information such as transcription factor binding sites, while 20) is intended for microarray metadata representation. SBML (21) and CellML (22) capture biological network models, and MFAML (23) describes metabolic fluxes.
In addition, there are XML formats (24, 25) that represent Bayesian information in a very general form. However, we require a format for Bayesian information that is suited to biological systems, but which is not too specialized, unlike the biological XMLs noted above. Our goal is an XML to encode relationships as probabilities of interactions for the purposes of genetics and bioinformatics, with the interpretation of the message in the XML depending on the context of the parser. This will permit the interchange of probabilistic information between bioinformatics frameworks that refer to different aspects of genomics knowledge.
Materials and Methods
The OnionTree XML language is an XML-based markup language that is intended for the interchange of biomolecule-related information in a Bayesian probabilistic paradigm. Here we assume these biomolecules are related to genes, for purposes of illustration, however the framework is general. The most basic information is a probabilistic (joint and/or conditional) statement between the specific predicate relating one, two or more genes (loci and/or variants), like "gene G is differentially expressed given phenotype A", "gene G is associated with disease X with probability 0.5" or "gene G is expressed if gene H is expressed with probability 0.9". Each portion of the information is characterized with its reliability which states the a priori evaluation of the probability that information form the source is correct, so that the reader can combine different, even contradictory, statements in a Bayesian paradigm.
The main motivation for the format is the view that the interpretation of the information is mainly the XML receiver's role, as different receivers may have different approaches to using the information. The XML file mentions a gene, and, for example, the receiver interprets this as indicating that the gene is differentially expressed in a specific context. The biological objects that are mentioned in the message, e.g., loci, genetic variants, etc., are called atoms. All the mentioned atoms are listed in the dictionary in the beginning of the file. Statements comprise linking of these atoms to probabilities that a predicate (e.g. a disease association) holds for these atoms. Technically, the precise meaning of a predicate is out of the scope of the format, as the format assumes that the reader of the message knows the purpose. Actually, the essence of the predicate could be noted within the encoded data by the attributes, but it is used only to validate the data.
Results
The format is defined by an XML Schema that is available at http://onion-xml. sourceforge.net/oniontree.xsd. If future developments require extensions to the OnionTree standard, they will be added in a "backwards-compatible" way, i.e., each XML data file that is valid for a version of the OnionTree format will be valid for all the subsequent versions.
A set of examples of the XML application are at http://onion-xml.sourceforge.net/.
Onion Tree XML
Two examples of linkage disequilibrium (LD; Figure 2 , A and B) describe the linkage between rs2112979 and rs6870870 SNP's in Utah residents with Northern and Western European ancestry from the CEPH collection (CEU). The data is extracted from the HapMap (27) database (http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), the exact URL is shown in the XML files. The atoms are rare alleles of the SNP's and the predicate is the occurrence of the alleles. The difference between the two examples is stylistic: the first one provides atoms in unconditional statements defining the allelic frequencies and then provides a conditional statement that shows that that allele rs6870870:A occurs with probability 1 given the allele rs2112979:G occurs; the second example defines a Boolean conjunction (tuple) on the two atoms and then mention the atoms and the tuple in three unconditional statements. The information content of the two messages is identical.
The KEGG-related example (http://onion-xml.sourceforge.net/onion_KEGG_ example.xml) shows the presence of the NADH and NADHA genes in H. Sapiens pathways according to KEGG. The predicate here is 'a gene is a member of the pathway'. The XML is automatically generated by the 'db/KeggOnionTree' plan (scenario) by the Automated Sequence Annotation Pipeline (ASAP) (28) that is publicly available at http://hammurabi.onc.jhmi.edu/cgi-bin/ASAP/login.pl. This plan implements the following steps:
1. Specify the type of identifier in use (e.g. NCBI, UNIPROT, gene name, etc.).
If this is left blank, the plan will check for matches in all possible fields. 2. List the genes of interest (tab or newline delimited). Alternatively, a file with the gene ids can be uploaded (see 3). 3. Upload a file here with the gene identifiers if necessary. This is just a text file and it is treated the same as if you copied all of the content into the field in 2. 4. Optionally filter the results to pathways in the given KEGG pathway category. 5. Choose the organism that is the source of the genes. The default is human.
You can query all of the genes by leaving the gene list blank. Note that this will not query all of the genes in KEGG (this would take too long), but rather all of the genes in KEGG from the selected organism.
The value of this example is not obvious until we realize that it is common for two databases to provide different versions of a pathway, leading to different analytic results. In this case, the possibility to ascribe individual probabilities to the statements like 'gene G is mentioned in the pathway P' provides a powerful way to encode a prior belief.
Short Format Description
The root XML element ,oniontree. (Figure 1 ) contains three parts: a ,dictionary. that describes the biological objects (atoms) of interest (e.g. loci and their alleles), ,tuples. that define a set of boolean combinations referring to the atoms, and the ,information. section that describes the probabilities, possibly conditional, of the validities of the specific predicate on the atoms and of the boolean combinations of them. Each element in the XML that is an indivisible component of the message is described by an ,atom. XML element.
An example of a ,dictionary. is a list of loci (i.e., genes) of interest and alleles for which information is presented. Both the genes and alleles can be invoked in expressions. This full list of possible words is included, as it could be useful for eventdriven XML readers to know the full list before receiving the probability data.
Each ,tuple. that is stored in ,tuples. contains a Boolean function referring to atoms or other tuples. Its main element, ,boolean., is a two-place or one-place Boolean function, that refers to atoms by an ,atom-ref. element, or to another tuple by ,tuple-ref.. The ,tuple. container represents a Boolean function on the specific predicate about its atoms. The function itself (AND, OR, etc.) and its arguments are defined in the container ,boolean.. Primary key integrity in references to atoms and tuples and primary key uniqueness are checked by the XML schema. The main part of an OnionTree file is the ,information. element. It is a sequence of ,info-stream. containers that represent structured portions of Bayesian information. An ,info-stream. is a representation of a data stream, i.e. an output of a single run of a program of a database query. Also, the ,information. element carries attributes. Each ,info-stream. is a set of statements (,statement. elements) that all represent information from a common source. The source is referred to by the attributes 'source' and 'date', which provides a unique resource identifier and the date, when the information was gathered. The 'reliability' shows how much we trust the source of information, and this can be specified by the user. For instance, if the source is a predictive algorithm, such as used for miRNA target prediction (26) , the reliability will be lower than for a curated database of pathways, such as KEGG (27) . The reliability value is effectively treated as a Bayesian probability on the issue of the validity of the information from the source.
Every ,statement. represents a Bayesian probabilistic equation, e.g. P(predicate(gene1) | predicate(expr2)) 5 P. The probability P is given by the 'probability' attribute. The subject of the statement (gene1 in our example) is referred to by ,subject. element and the condition (gene2), if any, is referred to by ,condition.. Each element contains one ,tuple-ref. or one ,atom-ref. element. Of course, a ,statement. without a ,condition. is valid and it represents an unconditional probability. All the internal connections inside the file (,atom-ref.'s to ,atom.'s, etc.) are organized by addressing unique identifiers that all elements carry as attributes.
Potential Immediate Applications
There have been a number of recent uses of prior and integrated knowledge within the biological community that could make use of the XML format described here.
(A) ,oniontree xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation5"http://onion-xml.sourceforge.net/oniontree.xsd".
,dictionary. ,atom atom-type5"SNP" id5"rs2112979"/. ,atom atom-type5"SNP" id5"rs6870870"/. ,atom atom-type5"SNP_allele" id5"rs2112979:G" parent-id5"rs2112979"/. ,atom atom-type5"SNP_allele" id5"rs6870870:A" parent-id5"rs6870870"/. ,/dictionary. ,information.
,info-stream source5"http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/cgi-perl/phased_hapmap3?chr5chr5&pop5CEU& start555327585&stop555332584&out5html&ds5r2" source-description5"http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov; Phase III; chr5:55327585..55332584; CEU" date5"2009-02-01" id5"LD_rs2112979_rs6870870_data". ,statement probability5"0.27".
,subject atom-id5"rs2112979:G"/. ,/statement. ,statement probability5"0.4".
,subject atom-id5"rs6870870:A"/. ,/statement. ,statement probability5"1".
,condition atom-id5"rs2112979:G"/. ,subject atom-id5"rs6870870:A"/. ,/statement. ,/info-stream. ,/information. ,/oniontree. (B) ,oniontree xmlns:xsi5"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation5"http://onion-xml.sourceforge.net/oniontree.xsd".
,dictionary. ,atom atom-type5"SNP" id5"rs2112979"/. ,atom atom-type5"SNP" id5"rs6870870"/. ,atom atom-type5"SNP_allele" id5"rs2112979:G" parent-id5"rs2112979"/. ,atom atom-type5"SNP_allele" id5"rs6870870:A" parent-id5"rs6870870"/. ,/dictionary. ,tuples.
,tuple id5"rs6870870:A+rs2112979:G". ,boolean function5"AND". ,atom-ref id5"rs6870870:A"/. ,atom-ref id5"rs2112979:G"/. ,/boolean. ,/tuple. ,/tuples. ,information.
,info-stream source5"http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/cgi-perl/phased_hapmap3?chr5chr5&pop5CEU& start555327585&amp;stop555332584&amp;out5html&amp;ds5r2" source-description5"http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov; Phase III; chr5:55327585..55332584; CEU" date5"2009-02-01" id5"LD_rs2112979_rs6870870_data".
,statement probability5"0.27". ,subject atom-id5"rs2112979:G"/. ,/statement. ,statement probability5"0.4".
,subject atom-id5"rs6870870:A"/. ,/statement. ,statement probability5"0.27".
,subject tuple-id5"rs6870870:A+rs2112979:G"/. ,/statement. ,/info-stream. ,/information. ,/oniontree. Bayesian networks have been used to encode prior information from proteinprotein interactions and the literature to refine gene expression analysis (28). Similarly, from cancer studies it is now known that miRNAs play an important role, and since miRNAs often target multiple genes, the expected expression of miRNAs in cancer subtypes can be used as prior information on gene expression changes.
Additional areas, including high-throughput sequencing and genotyping, linkage disequilibrium, differential arrays, data on definite disease predisposition, data on definite SNP harmfulness like that provided by PolyPhen (29), all provide examples where prior knowledge can guide analysis and could be encoded in OnionTree format. For GWAS studies it is highly useful to identify potential interactions between SNPs, as the combinatorics overwhelm any imaginable sample size. One approach is to identify missense mutations that affect protein structure, perhaps even focusing on SNPs predicted to have a direct impact on disease development (30). The probability framework described here allows us to assign high probability to SNPs likely to be drivers of disease, medium probability to SNPs that cause missense mutations, and low probability to SNPs that do not affect protein structure. Likewise, we can use identification of parallel pathways to identify sets of genes whose interaction would be more likely to lead to disease due to loss of natural redundancy in the biological system.
Discussion
The XML language we present is developed to transfer probabilistic biomoleculerelated information between applications, which can handle very different aspects of genomic data and implement different approaches for the use of prior information. Our original purpose was to provide information about differential expression or protein structure to APSampler (31) for refining our Markov chain Monte Carlo transition probabilities based on probabilities that SNPs in a GWAS study were related to disease. We realized, however, that the task was applicable to genomics studies in general, and we believe this OnionTree XML format should find wide use in knowledge-based data analysis (32).
In order to maintain the generality of our approach, we do not apply restrictive rules for the representation of the context of information. Context can be provided within the XML file by its creator using the 'event' attributes, or it can be determined by the algorithm parsing the XML if appropriate. Also, we do not place any constraints on the probabilistic framework employed by the algorithm parsing the XML nor on its method of handling the information. This makes the format quite general for different biological applications, but it limits our ability to produce a standard library for its interpretation. Our goal is to have an exchange format of sufficient flexibility and adequate brevity that exchange of prior probabilities is enabled. We have found it relatively simple to implement code to generate the XML within our own ASAP systems, and we are presently implementing a parser within our APSampler tool.
Conclusion
The XML framework provides a convenient format for the transfer of probabilistic information between diverse systems. We have developed an XML language for encoding both joint and conditional probabilities for biological relationships based on biomolecules. These relationships can be quite general, involving results of coexpression experiments, links through protein-protein interactions, sequencing results, and other experimental and validated data.
